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Abstract
OPTICS is a well-known density-based clustering algorithmwhich uses DBSCAN [1] theme
without producing a clustering of a data set openly, but as a substitute it creates an augmented
ordering of that particular database which represents its density-based clustering structure.
This resulted cluster-ordering comprises information which is similar to the density based
clustering’s conforming to a wide range of parameter settings. The same algorithm can
be applied in the field of privacy preserving data mining, where extracting the useful
information from data which is distributed over a network requires preservation of privacy
of individuals information. The problem of getting the clusters of a distributed database is
considered as an example of this algorithm, where two parties want to know their cluster
numbers on combined database without revealing one party information to other party. This
issue can be seen as a particular example of secure multi-party computation and such sort of
issues can be solved with the assistance of proposed protocols in our work along with some
standard protocols.
Keywords: Density based clustering; Privacy Preserving; OPTICS; Distributed
data; Secure Multi-Party Computation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ordering the points to identify the clustering structure (OPTICS) [2] is a clustering
algorithm based on density which finds the clusters in spatial data. This algorithm’s basic
theme is similar to that of DBSCAN, but at the same time it discourses one major drawback
of DBSCAN Algorithm, here the drawback is that the problem of identifying clusters with
some meaning in spatial data with variable density. To overcome that drawback, the objects
in database are initially arranged in a way that objects that are close to each other in spatial
becomes neighbors in the ordering. Adding to this, another distance metric is also stored,
by which the density is represented so that the metric has to be accepted for that particular
cluster in a way that the two points will be present in same cluster after applying clustering
technique.
1.1 Motivation
Consider a scenario, Let two parties A and B have their own private databases DA and DB
respectively . These two parties wants to know the clusters on their combined data, with the
help of a clustering technique (OPTICS [2] ) on combined dataset DA and DB by keeping
their individual private information securely i.e. the only information which is known to A
aboutDB is that which can be learned from the output of clustering algorithm, and vice versa.
This issue can be considered as a secure multi-party computation [3] example. For this issue,
here we have given two types of solutions, one is in the presence of trusted third party(TTP)
which is used to do the calculations on combined data. Second solution is in the absence
of TTP. For example, Consider an example where each hospital is having its own database
of their medical records. If there is a chance of sharing data among the hospitals then its
easy to mine and generate the meaningful results. But the medical records information is
neither freely available nor shared with other hospitals for their privacy concerns as well
as confidentiality constraints. Here comes the term privacy preserving data mining, it was
Agrawal et al. [4] who bought this technique first into mining era.
1
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1.2 The Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM)
To provide better services and to make effective decisions in information era, data mining
is playing a vital role, thus leads to greater profits in the real time business. To get
more perks, several government institutes, small enterprise and other entities in business
industry are collecting huge volumes of data about their customers which can be useful for
this data mining techniques to make decisions effectively. These data mining techniques
results in previous trends of their consumers and habits of particular users which helps
the companies to get some idea about how to improve marketing about that particular
product. Correspondingly, this extracted information has many more advantages. This
may help medical organizations to keep track of history patterns and thus can be useful
for better treatment to patients and it even ropes research in medical field. At the same
time confidentiality of data is a main concern over networks, since many large repositories
are used in data mining techniques are having confidential data that stresses privacy
preservation.
Over few years the digital data is getting increased drastically and elevated concerns about
individual’s private information. These are the concerns which emerged in global. The field
data mining is capable of handling these kind of concerns which will be used to find out
most useful information at the same time it is hidden from other huge databases. One of
the difficult challenges data mining and database is facing is that designing such type of
information systems which protects confidentiality of databases without effecting the value
of computation. So in the life of human beings data mining algorithms are playing a vital
role in refining the quality, as exists in every field, even in this data mining field also there
is an nonconstructive part in terms of breaking the privacy.
So this is the mixture of both blessings good and bad, hence it needs future database
management systems should be privacy preserving and sensitive to the data that theymanage.
There are other applications of data mining such as Online Analytical Processors (OLAP),
and these should also be sensitive of the target databases. Development of the techniques
that include privacy problems will be very productive research for upcoming data processing
research. To put in another way, forthcoming days are requiring Privacy Preserving Data
Mining (PPDM) which will be carried out by both experts and researchers. The issue of data
privacy in KDD (Knowledge Discovery Databases) is defined as Inference Problem [5].
Based on this definition, there is an assumption that the unauthorized data can be anecdotal
from genuine replies to queries. This kind of replies in real time lead to the concept of PPDM.
The main theme of PPDM is to extract useful information from the combined datasets
without exploding individual’s private information to others.
2
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1.3 Privacy Preserving Data Clustering (PPDC)
The field of data mining is dynamic in nature, because of this property clustering is done
with many algorithms depends on datasets. In last three decades these kind of algorithms
are evaluated a lot, so they are tested in time. These algorithms are characterized in many
ways such as Model-Based methods, Hierarchical Methods, Constraint Based Methods,
Partitioning Methods, Grid-Based Methods, Density-Based Methods, and other methods
which are used for High-Dimensional Data that includes methods based on frequent patterns.
We can define PPDC as a process of clustering the objects of a database which minimizes
the usage of data by other parties or that reduced the breach of data privacy whilst doing the
clustering process on combined datasets. Experts from clustering have to put some efforts
to this issue of data privacy in clustering as well. From the definition of clustering it is clear
that there is a need to to construct Dissimilarity Matrix of data with the help of some standrd
distance metrics (i.e, Euclidean DistanceMetric, Manhattan Distance metric, etc.). Themain
purpose of these metrics is to compare an item with other items in a dataset based on their
attributes or properties. Such kind of computations requires to preserve following features
of the database.
 Database should be accessed completely: The input Database on which clustering
needs to be applied has to be accessed completely since it requires a complete scan of whole
dataset to compare properties or attributes of all data itemswith other items. This comparison
shows the similarity of the data points a database, same applies to dissimilarity. Hence all
data privacy preserving methods have to give the access to whole database.i.e, to all records
in dataset. If there is a restriction on dataset or if access is partial then the output clusters can
not include all records, at the same time they can’t be generalized on complete databases by
keeping intended accuracy and reliability.
 Preserving the originality of attributes: The distance in data clustering is calculated
based their attributes or features, So all privacy preserving algorithms should not alter the
original properties/features of a record or transaction. If the algorithm distorts the originality
of data records then that leads to reduction of computational value of a record.
By looking at the above precautionary measures, one can say that databases should be
accessed completely in data clustering and have to keep originality of data transaction after
applying clustering techniques. Hence, while developing a new privacy preserving technique
we should ensure that it gives the least distortion of properties of every individual record.
And there should be any reduction in access to complete dataset.
Initially, the main focus is on decision trees construction from databases which are
distributed over a network. Privacy preserving data mining has becoming the major topic to
carry out the research. Especially generating association rules, clustering and classification.
But. in this work we only emphasized on clustering which includes privacy. Previously Jha
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et al [6] has done some research in this type of clustering. He presented k-means algorithm
for clustering. This algorithm is applicable to some specific type of data which is partitioned
horizontally.
We can apply this clustering technique in several fields. Like, consider an application
which uses clustering algorithm, and in that application if privacy is the main concern
then we can consider that as one of the example to many privacy preserving algorithms.
One such scenario is that suppose there are two Internet Service Providers (ISPS) which
collect network traffic over some network, and these two Internet Service Providers (ISPS)
wants to get the clusters of their combined information of network traffic without exploding
private information of one party traffic data to other ISP. With the help Our OPTICS
horizontally partitioned algorithm one can get joint clusters whilst keeping the privacy of
their in network traffic at ISPs. Consider another situation, one on-line retail company and an
Internet marketing have their private databases with common set of individuals and different
attributes (vertically partitioned databases). These two organizations thinks to share their
data to get the clusters to get to know optimal customer targets so that they can try to increase
their productivity and quality with the help of other company’s information without revealing
any useful information about attributes. This can be solved with the help of OPTICS for
vertically partitioned algorithm.
The remaining work is illustrated as follows: Review some literature work is briefly
mentioned in section 2 . Next, section 3 contains all the preliminaries which are used in
our algorithm are reviewed briefly. The preliminary algorithms and protocols for computing
clusters with OPTICS clustering algorithm are given in section 4 and correctness proofs are
also mentioned in the same section. Section 5 concludes the work by some directions which
can be useful for future work.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Current clustering algorithms generally categorized into two major categories, one is
hierarchical and another one is partition based clustering algorithms. In hierarchical
clustering algorithms, database D which contains n records is putrefied into a number of
levels of nested partitioning we can call them as clusterings. Which can be represented by
dendrogram i.e. a tree of smaller objects which consist of only one object after applying
several splits over a database D. In that hierarchy, each element of the tree depicts a cluster
of that database D. Coming to partitioned algorithms, initially it creates some set of clusters
by dividing the databases D with n tuples in a way that the every tuple in a particular
cluster is more closure in similarity to other tuple in that particular cluster compared to
different cluster’s objects. In hierarchical clustering, Single link clustering is one of the
commonly used methods [7]. Initially, every object is placed in a different cluster with
uniqueness compare to other clusters, From there onwards the two closest similar clusters in
present clustering are merged into one cluster until only one final cluster is created for whole
database. Based on the same principle , some other algorithms have been suggested in [8]
[9].
In [1] by Ester M, et al, a clustering algorithm which is based on density based rather that
grid-based is proposed. Another approach based on density isWaveCluster [10], whose logic
is to apply wavelet transform for the space of features. It is capable of detecting arbitrary
shaped clusters with different scales. This algorithm is not density based, but based on grid
and hence can only be applied to low-dimensional datasets.
Hinnerburg, et al [11] proposed another density-based algorithm namely DenClue. This
algorithm is also grid-based only, but in this, information is kept about the grid cells that
contains original data objects but not about al grid cells. Hence this algorithm is efficient
compared to all other grid based algorithms
In recent times Privacy preserving data mining has becoming a vital area of research.
Firstly, it was Rakesh Agrawal and Ramakrishnan Srikanth [4] who introduced this notion.
Lindall and Pinkas [12] Stimulated a solution for this kind of problems with the help of
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letting parties to collaborate the mining of useful information by keeping the privacy of all
participated parties.
There exists many algorithms for privacy preserving K-means clustering [13] [14] [15].
But, in clustering algorithms based on distributed density, the literature is very less. kumar
et al. [16] has proposed a secure way of clustering with DBSCAN, another density based
clustering algorithm. For vertically partitioned data, Vaidya and Clifton [14] presented the
problem of privacy preserving clustering. Amirbekyan et al. [17] and V. Estivill-Castro
[18] also proposed for vertically partitioned data. And clustering can also be done based
on perturbation. Oliveira and Zaiane [19] proposed a solution based on this perturbation
technique. Not only clustering, Mining of association rules [20] is an area where research is
going on to generate the association rules in a privacy preserving way.
Chapter 3
Preliminaries
In this section, we explain density based clustering algorithms DBSCAN and OPTICS in
briefly and describe the concept of partitioned data which is categorized as horizontally,
vertically and arbitrarily partitioned. Some definitions and protocols are also explained
which are used in algorithm.
3.1 DBSCAN Algorithm
DBSCAN (Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is a clustering
algorithmwhich works based on density. It can identify arbitrary shaped clusters irrespective
of input datasets. Here, density is defined as smallest number of points inside some distance
of each other. Inputs for this algorithm are MinPts and Eps. MinPts is defined as least
number of points in a cluster and at the same time for each and every objects of any cluster
the minimum constraint is that there should be some other point and the distance between
these two points should be lesser than some minimum value called as Eps. Algorithm works
as: Firstly starts at any arbitrary point, then checks if neighborhood of that objects is inside
some given predefined radius fulfills the lowest number of points then this point is treated as
core point and this process is done recursively with its neighborhood points and at the border
objects. Then some other arbitrary tuple is taken and the procedure is continued till all the
tuples in database have been located in the clusters. Points which are not part of any cluster
and which are not in any of the neighborhood are labeled as noise.
One of key advantages of this algorithm is, it does not requires the number of final clusters
in advance. Therefore, in the whole algorithm, the important task is to find the distance and
to decide which two points are closer to each other. This can be done by comparing the
distance between those points with Eps to know whether the distance is less than or equal to
Eps. If those two tuples are belong to one party then it is easy task to find this. Otherwise,
we have to implement a private protocol to get the distance between those two tuples which
are owned by two different parties.
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We illustrate some standard definitions which are used in DBSCAN and OPTICS
algorithms.
Definition 1: Directly Density Reachable. An object p is called as directly denisty
reachable from another point q if the point q lies in the "-neighborhood of p and p should be
a core point. In figure 3.1, point q is directly density reachable from point p, but vice versa
is not. And density reachability is asymmetric.
Figure 3.1: Directly Density Reachable Points
Definition 2: Density Reachable. Apoint p is defined as density reachable from another
point q w.r.t two inputs Eps and MinPts if there exists a chain with some intermediate points
p1 ....., pn where firs point p1= q and last point pn= p such that pi+1 is directly density
reachable from pi. As shown in figure 3.2, point p and q are density reachable from one
to other but not directly.
Definition 3: Density-Connected. A point p in a database D is defined as
density-connected to another point q w.r.t. Eps and MinPts if there is a middle point o
such that o and p are density reachable and o and q are also density reachable w.r.t. Eps and
MinPts. as shown in figure 3.3.
Definition 4: Cluster. A cluster is defined w.r.t. parameters Minpts and Eps as a subset
of a database D which is non-empty as follows:
1. 8 points p and q, if p belongs to a Cluster and if other point q is density-reachable from
this point p w.r.t. the parameters Minots and Eps, then q also belongs to the same cluster.
This is called as maximality.
2. 8 points p and q belongs to a cluster C, p is density-connected to q w.r.t. the parameters
Mintpts and Eps. This is called as connectivity.
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Figure 3.2: Density Reachable Objetcs
Figure 3.3: Density-Connected objects
Definition 5: Noise. Consider C1, ...... Cm be the resulted clusters of input database
D w.r.t input parameters MinPts and Eps, noise is defined as set of tuples of database D
not belonging to any of cluster Ci resulted after applying clustering algorithm. This can be
shown as follows: noise=n2 D | 8j: n /2 Cj .
Definition 6: Core-distance of an object p.
Let’s consider p as an object of input database D, and " be the distance metric andN"(p)
be the "-neighborhood of that tuple p.
By considering MinPts as a natural number let MinPts-distance(p) be the distance from p to
its MinPts’ neighbor. Then
core  distancee;MinPts(p) is
UNDEFINED, if Card(N"(p)) < MinPts,
9
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MinPts-distance(p), otherwise.
This core distance can be simply defined as the least distance "’ between two points
p and q, where one object’s "-neighborhood contains another object such away that p will
become a core point w.r.t. "’ only if N"(p) contains in it’s neighbor. If it not present in that
neighborhood, it is treated as UNDEFINED value.
Definition 7: Reachability-Distance of a point p w.r.t. another point q.
Consider two objects p and q of a dataset D, and "-neighborhood of p is denoted asN"(p)
and MinPts as a number from natural set, reachability   distance";MinPts(p;q) is defined as
UNDEFINED, if |N"(p)| is less than MinPts and it is defined as maximum of core-distance(q
) and distance(q, p) otherwise.
3.2 OPTICS Algorithm
The main drawback of DBSCAN clustering algorithm is using the global input values.
DBSCAN is an optimal clustering for the entire database but that does not reflect the same
for the structure of the resulted clusters in-depth. Real-time datasets comprises of regions
with various densities, which lead to form some levels of clusters. Hence, one of the main
properties of most of the real-data sets is that their internal cluster can’t be identified with
the help of global parameters like Eps and MinPts in case of DBSCAN. There might be a
need of very local densities to identify clusters in different locations of data space.The key
application of OPTICS is that it understands density related structure of a dataset intrinsically
[2]. Consider a database shown in Figure 3.4. In that database it is literally impossible to
generate the clusters as C1, C2, C3, A and B with the help of global parameters. By using
these global inputs the database can be decomposed into either A,B and C clusters or C1,
C2 and C3 clusters but not A, B, C1, C2 and C3. In former situation where C1, C2, C3 are
generated A,B and C are treated as noise. This is the problem with the global parameters.
Figure 3.4: Clusters w.r.t. Different Density Parameters
10
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To overcome this kind of problems, it is a better idea to run an algorithm that will produce
another special order of the original database w.r.t it’s density based clustering structures
which contains the information regarding every clustering level of the input dataset. This
is up to a distance called ”as generating distance” " at the same time the process is easy to
analyze.
3.3 Distributed Data Mining
This model defines that the current datasets are distributed among many networks or
sites. This distribution is further divided into three categories: Vertically, Horizontally and
Arbitrarily partitioned data.
As our algorithm is solely concentrated on two-party. Here, two parties (call them Alice
and Bob) own data which forms a(virtual) database which consists of their joint data. To be
more specific, this virtual database called as D = { d1,d2, ...., dn } contains n records. every
record di of D has some m values with m attributes (di;1, di;2,..., di;m). respectively.
Three different formats are there for partitioned data:
Horizontally Partitioned Data: Each and every party owns a subset of records of both
the datasets of two parties which includes full attributes (see figue 3.2).
Vertically Partitioned Data: Each and every party owns all records of both the
databases with some attributes (see Figure 3.3).
Arbitrarily Partitioned Data [13] Combination of both horizontally and vertically
partitioned data (see Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.5: Horizontally Partitioned Data.
3.4 Millionaire’s protocol:
This protocol is used to compare two numbers owned by two different parties and decides
which number is larger in privately. In 1982, Yao [21] introduced this protocol and popularly
known as Yao’s Millionaire protocol. In general, two multi millionaire parties Alice and Bob
11
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Figure 3.6: Vertically Partitioned Data.
Figure 3.7: Arbitrarily Partitioned Data.
want to get the information about who is richer compared to other, but here the constraint is
that they should not exchange their individual information with others.
There are many solutions proposed for this protocol out of which Cachin’s [22] method is
used in our algorithm which is done on the basis of φ-hiding supposition. Communication
Complexity for this method is O(n). Here, n represents the number of bits of each number
from two parties.
3.5 Secure scalar product protocol:
This protocol is used to get the scalar product of two vectors A and B securely where Alice
private vector is defined as A=(A1,A2,....,An) and Bob’s vector is defined as (B1,B2,....,Bn)
and their scalar product AB= Pni=1AiBi. Goethals et al. [2] has proposed very well
secured private homomorphic dot procuct for secure computation. In this algorithm the
same protocol is used while finding scalar product of two private vectors. This protocol is
given in Algorithm 1.
This protocol is solely based on the method of homomorphic encryption. Here, the
12
Algorithm 1: Private homomorphic SSP protocol
Input : Two private vectors A,B 2 ZNu from two parties.
Output: Results XA +XB  A B mod n //for large value of n
1 Initial step, Party Alice does:
2 Generate a pair of Public and Private key (Pk; SKk).
3 Send Public key pk to party Bob.
4 Alice does from j=1 to N
5 Generate a new random string sj .
6 Send cipher text Cj = EncAj ;sj to Party Bob
7 Bob does:
8 Set the value v   Nj=1CBjj
9 Generates a random noncee r’ and a random text message XB.
10 Generate v0 = EncpK ( XB; r0) and send it to Alice.
11 Alice Does: Computes XA = DecSKk(v0) = x  y  XB.
cryprosystem used is semantically secure. We can say this protocol is highly secure provided
parties are honest while communicating to each other. Since it is secure, Party Bob can see
N random cipher texts which are generated by Alice.
Consider a scenario where two vectors x1 and x2 of Bob are shared to Alice, then Alice
chooses either x1 or x2 as x, say x=xb. Even after having these vectors, Bob can not
get significant amount of information about alice’s inputs by applying several protocols of
polynomial number. He may get some amount of information about xb which won’t help him
in predicting b. At Alice’e end, she can only see some encryption which is done randomly
such as x  y   XB. Since party Alice is having keys, she decrypts this kind of messages.
Hence no other information is known to Alice.
Chapter 4
Secure OPTICS Algorithm
4.1 Problem Statement
Consider a database represented as DB which consists of n tuples. DB={t1,t2,....,tn}. Each
and every record is explained by some values with an object of m attributes and it is
represented as ti by (Bi1 ,Bi2 ,......,Bim).
To simplify, we assumed that the data is distributed between only two parties namely
Alice and Bob. Alice’s data is denoted as DA and Bob’s data is denoted as DB, in a way
that union ofDB is equal to DB, i.e, DB=DA[DB. Our algorithm and other partitioned data
clustering techniques are used to perform clustering on DA and DB such that Alice should
not have the knowledge of DB and Bob should not have the knowledge of DA.
DA and DB on both horizontally and vertically partitioned datasets are illustrated below:
4.1.1 Vertically partitioned database
Alice’s data is denoted as DA = {rA1 ,rA2 ,....rAn} and Bob’s data is denoted by DB =
{rB1 ,rB2 ,....rBn} For each and every record rj , Alice is having records with k attributes,
rAj = (Aj1 ,Aj2 ,....Ajk) and Bob is having records with m-k attributes represented as rBj =
(Ajk+1 ,Ajk+2 ,....Ajn). And, {rj}=rAj [ rBj
4.1.2 Horizontally partitioned database
Alice’s share is denoted by DA={rA1 ,rA2 ,....rAk} and Bob’s data is denoted by
DB={rB1 ,rB2 ,....rBl} in a way that l=n-k. All records in two parties databases rAj ,rBj are
explained by the records of m attributes such as (Aj1 ,Aj2 ,......,Ajm).
4.2 Protocols
In our actual algorithm, we have used some protocols which are illustrated in this section.
These protocol’s main purpose is to get the information whether two given input points are
neighbor to each other or not in a secured way. Generally there are two such ways to design
14
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privacy preserving algorithms. Coming to the first approach, a Trusted Third Party (TTP)
involves in calculation part. With the help of this TTP one can find any calculation by
sending the whole dataset to the TTP, and applying the intended clustering algorithm, then
finally distributing the results to all the participating parties. Another approach is, designing
privacy preserving algorithms with the help of some standard protocols form the literature
of multi-party computation. i.e, in the absence of TTP.
Solutions in the presence Trusted Third Party(TTP).
In general, if Trusted Third Party is present then these proposed protocols are very well
secure provided TTP is honest and so we can easily calculate the neighbors of any object in
the database with the help of these protocols securely. Computation complexity is so less in
these type of protocols where communication complexity is more because we have to send
whole datasets to TTP, then TTP has to forward results to participated parties which leads to
more communication complexity.
Protocol 1. Party Alice’s private input is represented as fPA1 ; PA2 ; ::::; PAng and party
Bob’s private input is represented as fPB1 ; PB2 ; ::::; PBng. Parties Alice and Bob need to
find whether ff(PA1+PB1)  Eps2g; f(PA2+PB2)  Eps2g; :::; f(PAn+PBn)  Eps2gg
The constraint in this situation is that, at the end of the protocol, party Alice should not
have the knowledge of {PB1 ,PB2 ,....,PBn} and party Bob should not have the knowledge of
{PA1 ,PA2 ,....,PAn}. Additionally, Trusted Third Party is available.
• Alice does:
– Create a shared key with TTP SKA1;TTP ; SKA2;TTP ; ::; SKAn;TTP
– Calculate fQA1 ; QA2 ; ::; QAng = {{PA1+SKA1;TTP}, {PA2+SKA2;TTP},..,
,{PA2+SKA2;TTP}} and sends fQA1 ; QA2 ; ::; QAng to Bob.
• Bob does:
– Create a shared key with TTP {SKB1;TTP ,SKB2;TTP ,..,SKBn;TTP }
– ComputeQB1 ; QB2 ; :::::; QBn = (QA1 + PB1 + SKB1;TTP ); (QA2 + PB2 + SKB2;TTP ); ::::::; (QAn + PBn + SKBn;TTP )
and sends QB1 ; QB2 ; ::; QBn to Trusted Third Party.
• Trusted Third Party does:
– Computes {resu1,resu2,., resun}= {(QB1-SKA1;TTP -SKB1;TTP ),(QB2-SKA2;TTP -SKB2;TTP ),...,
(QBn-SKAn;TTP -SKBn;TTP )}
– For i from 1 to n do
If(resui  Eps2) then resulti=1
else resulti=0
– Send result array to Alice and Bob.
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Lemma 1: Protocol 1 has complexity as 6 messages in communication form which are
transfered to and from TTP, and a very negligible computational complexity which involves
some basic operations like addition and subtraction.
Protocol 2. Party Alice’s private input is represented as fPA1 ; PA2 ; ::::; PAng and party
Bob’s private input is represented as fQB1 ; QB2 ; ::::; QBng. Alice and Bob need to know
whether f(PA1 QB1)2+(PA2 QB2)2+ :::(PAn QBn)2g  Eps2g or not. The constraint
in this situation is that, at the end of the protocol, party Alice should not have the knowledge
of {QB1 ,QB2 ,....,QBn} and party Bob should not have the knowledge of {PA1 ,PA2 ,....,PAn}.
Additionally, Trusted Third Party is available.
• Alice does:
– Create a shared key with TTP {SKA1;TTP ,SKA2;TTP ,..,SKAn;TTP }
– Compute fMA1 ;MA2 ; ::;MAng = {{PA1+SKA1;TTP}, {PA2+SKA2;TTP},..,
,{PA2+SKA2;TTP}} and sends fMA1 ;MA2 ; ::;MAng to Bob.
• Bob does:
– create a shared key with TTP, {SKB1;TTP ,SKB2;TTP ,..,SKBn;TTP }
– Compute fMB1 ;MB2 ; ::;MBng= {(MA1-QB1+SKB1;TTP ),(MA2-QB2+SKB2;TTP ),...,
(MAn-QBn+SKBn;TTP )} and forward fMB1 ;MB2 ; ::;MBng to TTP.
• Trusted Third Party does:
– Calculate result= f(MB1   SKA1;TTP   SKB1;TTP )2; (MB2   SKA2;TTP  
SKB2;TTP )
2:::::::(MBn   SKAn;TTP   SKBn;TTP )2g
– If fresult  Eps2g Then
Send Yes to Alice and Bob.
ELSE Send No to Alice and Bob.
Lemma 2: For protocol 2 also computation complexity is very less and negligible where
as communication complexity is again six messages which is same as that of protocol 1.
Here, complex operations are not there like encryption and decryption functions. So in the
presence of trusted Third Party(TTP) the above protocols are simple and secure provided
TTP is honest. These two protocols are basic protocols which does not use any intricate
functions and does not involve in complex calculations, all they have to do is to forward to
TTP and TTP does the rest of the work and finally returns output to both the parties.
Solutions Without using TTP. In real time, it’s hard to find honest TTP all the time so
there’s a need to implement some protocols which works in the absence of TTP. To solve this
kind of problems we are using some standard protocols like secure scalar product protocol
which will be used to find scalar product between two vector securely and the millionaire’s
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[21] protocols which are described in previous sections. Contrary to above two protocols
with TTP, here communication and computational complexities aremore because of complex
operations like encryption and decryption.
Protocol 3. Party Alice’s private input is represented as fPA1 ; PA2 ; ::::; PAng and party
Bob’s private input is represented as fPB1 ; PB2 ; ::::; PBng. Parties Alice and Bob need to
find whether ff(PA1+PB1)  Eps2g; f(PA2+PB2)  Eps2g; :::; f(PAn+PBn)  Eps2gg
The major condition in this situation is that, at the end of this protocol, party Alice should
not have the knowledge of {PB1 ,PB2 ,....,PBn} and party Bob should not have the knowledge
of PA1 ; PA2 ; ::::; PAn . Additionally, Trusted Third Party is not available.
• Initially a vector with n random numbers is generated by Bob RNB1 ; RNB1 :::RNBn
• Alice constructs its vector as ( PA1
Eps2
; 1); (
PA2
Eps2
; 1); :::; (
PAn
Eps2
; 1)
(RNB1 ; RNB1(
PB1
Eps2
)); (RNB2 ; RNB2(
PB2
Eps2
)); :::::(RNBn ; RNBn(
PBn
Eps2
)). Here,
comes the need of secure scalar product protocol. Now both parties Alice
and Bob runs secure scalar product protocol [23] and gets result as
(RNB1(
PA1+PB1
Eps2
); (RNB2(
PA2+PB2
Eps2
); :::(RNBn(
PAn+PBn
Eps2
) which is known to only
Alice.
• NowAlice have output of previous step (RNB1(
PA1+PB1
Eps2
); (RNB2(
PA2+PB2
Eps2
); :::(RNBn(
PAn+PBn
Eps2
)
and Bob has the vector of random values fRNB1 ; RNB1 :::RNBng
• Then both parties Alice and Bon uses the millionaire protocol [22] which will decide
whether (RNBi(
PAi+PBi
Eps2
)) > RNBi or not for each value of i from 1 to n.
• If(RNBi(
PAi+PBi
Eps2
)) > RNBi ,Then the verdict will be
(PAi + PBi) > Eps
2 else they decide (PAi + PBi) < Eps2
Protocol 4. Party Alice’s private input is represented as fPA1 ; PA2 ; ::::; PAng and party Bob’s
private input is represented as fQB1 ; QB2 ; ::::; QBng. Alice and Bob need to know whether
f(PA1   QB1)2 + (PA2   QB2)2 + :::(PAn   QBn)2g  Eps2g or not. The constraint in
this situation is that, at the end of the protocol, party Alice should not have the knowledge
of {QB1 ,QB2 ,....,QBn} and party Bob should not have the knowledge of {PA1 ,PA2 ,....,PAn}.
Additionally, Trusted Third Party is not available.
• A number RN is generated by Bob randomly.
• A vector ( P
2
A1
Eps2
; 1
Eps2
;
 2PA1
Eps2
;
P 2A2
Eps2
; 1
Eps2
;
 2PA2
Eps2
; :::::;
P 2A1
Eps2
; 1
Eps2
;
 2PA1
Eps2
) is constructed
by Alice and Bob constructs RN;RNQ2B1 ; RNQB1 ; ::::; RN;RNQ
2
Bn
; RNQBn
Now Alice and Bob invokes the secure scalar product protocol [23] and gets
RN(
(PA1 QB1 )2+(PA2 QB2 )2:::+(PAn QBn )2
Eps2
)
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3. Now Alice has above step output RN( (PA1 QB1 )
2+(PA2 QB2 )2:::+(PAn QBn )2
Eps2
) and Bob
has the random number RN.
4. Two parties Alice and Bob invokes cachin’s millionaire protocol [22] to decide
whether RN( (PA1 QB1 )
2+(PA2 QB2 )2:::+(PAn QBn )2
Eps2
) > RN or not.
5. IF RN( (PA1 QB1 )
2+(PA2 QB2 )2:::+(PAn QBn )2
Eps2
) > RN then these two parties decides
that f(PA1   QB1)2 + (PA2   QB2)2 + :::(PAn   QBn)2g > Eps2g else f(PA1  
QB1)
2 + (PA2  QB2)2 + :::(PAn  QBn)2g  Eps2g
4.3 Proposed Methods
OPTICS for Vertically Partitioned Data: OPTICS works in a similar fashion of DBSCAN
except that it creates an ordering of the original database, along with storing two metrics
called as core-distance and a suitable reachability distance for each and every object. This
information is more than sufficient to extract the clusters w.r.t any other distance ‘, this
distance is much smaller than the original generating distance  from this order.
Psuedo code for basic OPTICS is illustrated in algorithm:
Algorithm 2: OPTICS (SetOfObjects, , MinPts, OrderedFile)
1 InitialOrderedFile.open();// opens in read mode
2 FOR i= 1 TO size of database DO
3 Object := get an item from set of objects;
4 IF Object is not Processed THEN
5 ExpandClusterOrder(database with all points, point p,MinPts,  , OrderedFile in
read mode) //expands cluster
6 OrderedFile.close();
7 END;
The OPTICS for vertically partitioned data algorithm is done in ExpandClusterOrder
method which initiated by selecting an arbitrary object p, then computeDistance function
is invoked which takes arguements as the number of attributes in database, seletecd data
point, and records. The main use of this function is to find the distance between the selected
arbitrary object and remaining objects at both parties Alice and Bob.
Now Parties Alice and Bob has distances distA and distB respectively. Our aim is to find
distA+distB  Eps2. Here, by applying either protocol 1(with TTP) or protocol 3(without
TTP) we will get the solution. Then we can say whether the selected arbitrary point p cab be
marked as a core point or not. If that point p belongs to core point then a cluster is created
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from 6 to 30 steps which is normal OPTICS algorithm. If that selected point is not defined
as a core point then that point is treated as noise. This process is called until all the points in
database are classified.
OPTICS for Horizontally Partitioned Data:
Initially an arbitrary point p is selected at party Alice, then this party Alice starts finding
all the nearest neighbors of chosen arbitrary point. In algorithm 5, initial two steps are used
to select a point then from 3 to 7 steps, party Bob gets the neighbors of chosen point. To
check whether the point is core point or not step 10 condition is used. Once the point is
identified as core then a cluster is created by including all the points at both Alice and Bob
which are density reachable from that point, this process carried out from steps 13 to 30.
Unlike in vertically partitioned data algorithm, here some points may be unclassified at
party Bob, then last few steps are used to apply normal OPTICS algorithm.
4.4 Correctness Proof
This section is to show that secure OPTICS algorithm gives exact results as that of normal
OPTICS algorithm. It returns same set of ordering of points and generates same clusters as
that of normal non secure OPTICS algorithm on vertical or horizontal partitioned databases.
Theorem 1. The same set of ordering points and clusters are generated by Privacy preserving
Secure OPTICS algorithm for vertically partitioned data as its OPTICS algorithm does with
input database DB = DBA [DBB
Proof. To start with, an arbitrary point p is chosen by normal OPTICS algorithm. Even in this
OPTICS algorithm for vertically partitioned data(Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4) algorithm
also same process is followed. Once the point is chosen, to find the neighbors of this point
in this algorithm protocol 1 and protocol 2 are used. In normal OPTICS algorithm to find
the distance between two points x,y and to check whether they are neighbors or not we use
the equation (yA1   xA1)2 + (yA2   xA2)2 + ::: + (yAk   xAk)2 + (yAk+1   xAk+1)2 +
(yAk+2   xAk+2)2 + ::: + (yAm   xAm)2, where first k attributes are at Party Alice then
next n-k attributes at Party Bob. But here, party Alice calculates distanceA = (yA1  
xA1)
2 + (yA2   xA2)2 + ::: + (yAk   xAk)2 and then party Bob calculates distanceB =
(yAk+1   xAk+1)2 + (yAk+2   xAk+2)2 + :::+ (yAm   xAm)2. All we need to find is whether
distanceA + distanceB  Eps2.
By using protocol 1, this can be done easily. We simply pass these two distance metrics
to TTP and then TTP gives the intended output to both parties Alice and Bob without
revealing their individual information to other parties. In protocol 3, this is done by using
two standard protocols namely,millionaire’s and secure scalar product. These two protocols
are very well secured and already proved to be correct in [23] [22].
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Algorithm 3: OPTICS algorithm for Vertically Partitioned Data
Input : point p, neighbor,clsID,Database DB, OrderedFile
Output: DataBase DB with some classified data points
1 /* First k attributes are owned by Alice, next m-k attributes are owned by Bob B of
the database DB with n tuple. */
2 Select one objects from combined dataset p = pA [ pB, this point should not be a
classified point
3 Party Alice calculates: distanceA = ComputeDistance(pA, k, n)
4 Party Bob calculates: distanceB ←ComputeDistance(pB, m-k, n)
5 Invokes either protocol 1 or protocol 3 with Alice contains distanceA, and Bob
contains distanceB by both parties Alice and Bob. Based on the output decides
whether the object p is treated as a core point or noise object.
6 if p is core point then
7 Assign seeds value as all the neighbors of point p which are retrieved by using
protocols
8 Assign clusterID to p.
9 Assign Object.Reachabilitydistance := UNDEFINED;
10 point.setCoreDistance(e,neighbors, MinPts);
11 presentObject.Processed := TRUE; OrderedFile.write(Object); while seeds are
not empty do
12 assign presentp to first point in seeds
13 Alice does : resA    computeDistance(presentpA, k, n)
14 Bob does : resB    computeDistance(presentpB,m-k, n)
15 Now run either protocol 1 or protocol 3 where party Alice owns resA and party
B owns resB and save the returned result of either protocol 1 or protocol 3 into result
16 if jresultj is greater than MinPts
17 for i=1 to jresultj do
18 resp ← res.get(i)
19 if resp.clusterID is not not classified then
20 append this resp to seeds
21 DB.changeclusterId(resp,clusterId)
22 mark p as classified end
23 else if resp.clusterID is Noise then
24 DB.changeclId(resp,clusterId)
25 IF presentObject.coredistance is= UNDEFINED THEN
OrderSeeds.update(presentObejct,neighbors);
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 else Mark p as noise.
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Algorithm 4: ComputeDistance function
Input : Object p, attributeCount, recordsCount,Dataset
Output: Distance
1 for j=1 to recordCount do
2 if(j 6= p) Then
3 distancej = disance(j; p);
4 /* fdistance(j; p) (jA1   pA1)2+ ::::::(jAattributeCount   pAattributeCount)2g *./
5 distance   fdistance1; distance2; :::; distanceattributeCountg
So the clusters formed and ordering points generated by the OPTICS algorithm are same as
that of the OPTICS algorithm for the data which is partitioned vertically.
Theorem 2. The same set of ordering points and clusters are resulted by using Secure
OPTICS algorithm for vertically partitioned data as its OPTICS algorithm does with input
database DB which is combination of DBA and DBB
Proof. To start with, an arbitrary point x is chosen by normal OPTICS algorithm. Even in
this OPTICS algorithm for horizontally partitioned data(Algorithm 4) algorithm also same
process is followed. In horizontally partitioned data, there are two scenarios. To find the
neighbors of an arbitrary point x first we have to check whether the other point belongs to
same party or not. If the other point is from same party then normal OPTICS algorithm
is used to find the distance and then compared with MinPts finally decision will be made
whether these two points are neighbors or not. But other scenario is that the point is from
other party say Bob then protocol 2 and protocol 4 ar used to make the decision whether
these two points are neighbors or not. In normal OPTICS algorithm to find the distance
between two points x,y and to check whether they are neighbors or not we use the equation
(yA1   xA1)2+ (yA2   xA2)2+ :::+ (yAk   xAk)2+ (yAk+1   xAk+1)2+ (yAk+2   xAk+2)2+
::: + (yAm   xAm)2. Here if x and y are from same party then its easy to say whether they
are neighbors are not with normal OPTICS algorithm. Suppose if x is from Alice’s dataset
and y is from Bob’s dataset then protocol 2 or protocol 4 are used.
By using protocol 2, this can be done easily. We simply pass these two data points to
TTP and then TTP gives the intended output to both parties Alice and Bob without revealing
their individual information to other parties. In protocol 4, this is done by using two standard
protocols namely,millionaire’s and secure scalar product. These two protocols are very well
secured and already proved to be correct in [23] [22]. So the clusters formed and ordering
points generated by the OPTICS algorithm are same as that of the OPTICS algorithm for
horizontally partitioned data.
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Algorithm 5: OPTICS algorithm for Horizontally Partitioned Data
Input : point p, neighbor,clsID,Database DB, OrderedFile
Output: DataBase DB with some classified data points
1 /* First k records are owned by Alice, then next n-k records are owned by Bob*/
2 Select an arbitrary point pat Party A which is unclassified.
3 allneighborsA← neighbors of point p at party Alice.
4 for i = k+1 to n do//Bob’s data
5 Run either protocol 2(with TTP) or protocol 4(without TTP), which gives whether
the point i is in the neighborhood regioin or not. Here, point p is at party Alice
where as i point is at party Bob. Write into neighborB if the point i present in its
neighborhood.
6 end of for
7 if total number of points in the neighborhood Alice and Bob are are less than or equal
to MinPts then
8 Alice does: seedsA = neighborhoodsA , and update CLUSTERID to point p
9 Bob does: seedsB = neighborhoodsB
10 Alice does:
11 while seedsA is not empty do
12 presentp ← seedsA.getfirst()
13 assign resultA to neighbors of presentp at party Alice
14 for i =(k+1) to n do
15 execute either protocol 2(with TTP) or protocol 4(without TTP) which tells
whether the point i is present in the neighborhood of presentp or not where point p is
at party Alice and point i is at Party Bob, and write into neighborhoodB if the point i
is present in the neighborhood of point p.
16 end
17 if total number of points in the neighborhood Alice and Bob are are greater than
MinPts then do
18 for i = 1 to number of points in resultA do
19 resultPA = resultA:get(i)
20 if resultPA .clusterID is not classified or resultPA.clID is Noise
21 then
22 seedsA.append(resultA)
23 Assign CLUSTERID(CLSID) to resultPA
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 end
28 Party Bob does: If seedsB is not empty then Repeat the steps from 10 to 26 by
replacing Alice with Bob and Bob with Alice.
29 end
30 else mark the point p as noise.
31 Above process is repeated until all points at party Alice are clustered, if still Bob left
with any unclassified points then normal OPTICS is used to get the clusters.
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Conclusion
As DBSCAN works for all types of data compared to other privacy preserving algorithms,
OPTICS also works for all types of data by preserving the privacy of individuals, since
OPTICS is inherited from DBSCAN and overcomes the disadvantage of DBSCAN as well.
The resultant clusters in OPTICS are same as natural clusters. Distances are calculated by
using the protocols proposed in this work, and they work for both vertically partitioned data
and horizontally partitioned data. With the help of these protocols we present a OPTICS
clustering algorithm for partitioned datasets. In future, there is a scope for extending
this work to arbitrary partitioned datasets. And can also look at other privacy preserving
algorithm which can be used for mixed types of datasets.
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